
Wolfstones, 

Meltham and 

Upperthong Circular

Friends of Holmfirth Library and Tourist Information Centre

Route Summary

This is a 8 mile circular walk taking in a variety of scenery. Some fine views from Wolfstone Heights.

Route Overview

Category: Walking

Length: 13.070 km / 8.17 mi

Date Published: 25th June 2018

Difficulty: Medium

Rating:

Surface: Moderate

Last Modified: 19th March 2019

Description

This route is a reasonably challenging 8 mile walk using a variety of tracks + paths. These range from narrow grassy 

tracks to broad bridleways. The route takes you from Holmfirth Library gradually climbing to Wolfstone Heights an 

ideal spot to enjoy the extensive views. The path continues through woodland down to Meltham golf course eventually 

following a delightful path along a stream to join a bridleway gradually rising to meet the A635. The route returns to 

Holmfirth via the viking village of Upperthong. Beware!

Waypoints

(53.57005; -1.78809)

From the library turn left and walk along Huddersfield Road past the traffic lights and pedestrian crossings.

(53.57316; -1.78515)
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Turn left opposite the Fire Station - going very steeply up a road which continues as a wide track.Carry on up this 

track until the path eventually ends at a junction with Holt Lane.

(53.57408; -1.78959)
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At the top of this path you will emerge onto a wide track. Turn right along this track past a mobile phone mast on your 

right continue ignoring any small paths off to the right until you meet another wide path turning downhill on your right 

just before a left hand bend. Take this path. When you come to crossroads take the path on the left.

(53.57635; -1.78824)

Cross the bridge over the stream and continue up the hill with the hedges on your right and past outbuildings on your 

left. Continue straight ahead through a gate and over two stiles.

(53.57985; -1.78916)

The footpath emerges onto a housing estate in Netherthong by some garages. Keep to the right of the central grassy 

Oval, following the pavement with more garages on your right. Look for the tarmac footpath straight ahead.
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(53.58109; -1.79066)

Take the footpath continuing straight ahead uphill, with old stonewashing troughs on the left. The path emerges onto a 

lane.

(53.58219; -1.79208)
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Turn right onto this lane and follow it a short distance until you meet the main road in the centre of Netherthong. Turn 

left and follow the road for 50 metres to steps on your left (the footpath sign is hidden in the trees). Continue right to 

the end of the cul de sac and look for the path by the fence which leads between two houses. This continues between 

gardens and through a gate into a field.

(53.58277; -1.79272)

Follow this footpath up the broad ridge, across several stiles, towards the hamlet of Wolfstones.

(53.57986; -1.80024)

Carry straight on uphill, ignoring any side paths and using stiles to cross a farm track by a telegraph pole. Eventually 

the path goes between two large houses to emerge onto the lane at Wolfstones. 

(53.57934; -1.80236)
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(53.57847; -1.80582)
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(53.57850; -1.80981)

This next section is a permissive footpath not a right of way. Cross the road and follow a footpath up the hill to the 

triangulation point on Wolfstones Heights.

(53.57820; -1.81309)

After enjoying the views from here, carry on in the same direction across a broken wall into the woodland (this is a 

permissive path and not marked on the OS map). There are several paths through the wood, but keep generally 

downhill, keeping a little left. The paths eventually emerge at a crossroads via a stone stile.

(53.57809; -1.81468)
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(53.57812; -1.81567)
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(53.57895; -1.82127)

Cross over Bradshaw Road and walk down Wilshaw Mill Road. Immediately after the houses on the right, turn into a 

drive with stone gateposts, then left down a path at a sign for 1-6 Upper Wilshaw. This leads down to a delightful lane 

with almshouses on the left read the sign over the door of the second one. The back of St Mary's Church can be seen 

ahead on the right.

(53.58328; -1.82761)

Follow this lane until you emerge on Wilshaw Road.

(53.58472; -1.82709)

Turn right along Wilshaw Road, visiting St Mary's Church if you have time, or just noting the interesting design with 

central tower and reading the information board at the entrance. Take the second turning on the left, about 100 metres 

beyond the church, signed Lower Greave Road. This leads down to a cluster of houses - take the middle track.

(53.58604; -1.82411)

Continue on the track through a metal gate into a farm yard past an interesing old barn. Now look straight ahead for 

footpath markers and go straight on. Follow the path downhill through the golf course towards Meltham Mills reservoir 

which can be seen lower down the hill.
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(53.58962; -1.82706)

Turn left at the end of the walled path and go over a stepped stone stile towards the reservoir. Continue on the path 

along the left hand side of the reservoir and cross the reservoir dam. Continue left on a track down through the woods 

with the stream on your left.

(53.59127; -1.83583)

After a gate the path emerges onto Knowle Lane. Turn left down the hill.

(53.59169; -1.83907)

At the road junction, cross carefully over the road coming from the left, and down the steps into the park by the 

children's playground. This park is nown as 'The Pleasuregrounds' Turn left following the tarmac path through the park 

alongside Thick Hollins Dike. The path slopes uphill until it emerges onto Holmfirth Road.

(53.58815; -1.84423)

Cross Holmfirth Road and take the lane opposite. Continue up Royd Road.

(53.58499; -1.84704)

After 300m take the first bridleway, a rough track, on your left (Harden Hill Road, but no sign). 

(53.57068; -1.83580)

Continue uphill for about a mile until you eventually emerge onto the busy A635. Turn left and follow the road downhll. 

PLEASE WALK ON THE VERGE - the traffic here is fast moving.

(53.57178; -1.82970)

At the Ford Inn, take Dean Road at the back of the inn. Follow the road until the 'kink' in the road and look for the 

footpath sign to the right. Cross the stile and follow the track a short didstance to footpath markers on the left. Cross 

the stile and follow the path gradually sloping downhill through a series of little gate stiles. The path is faint, but just go 

from one stile to the next. The route levels out and goes straight across a large field and down some steps onto a road.

(53.57343; -1.82094)
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(53.57175; -1.80945)

Turn left onto the lane (Broad Lane) which goes steeply uphill.

(53.57206; -1.80949)

You are now in the Viking village of Upperthong. When you reach the top of Broad Lane take a right onto Towngate. 

Note the book library in the old phone box by the pub.

(53.57227; -1.80594)

At the bottom of Towngate, ignore the main road, Upperthong Lane, which slopes downhill slightly to the right. Instead 

go straight ahead, to the left of the sycamore tree 'island' onto Hill Lane.

Continue down Hill Lane as it turns into a track.

(53.57241; -1.79132)

After about a mile the track emerges into the hamlet of Hill. It is advisable to ignore the footpath to the right here, 

which passes between buildings, and drops steeply down uneven stes to emerge at the top of Cooper Lane The safer 

route is to continue down Hill Lane, turning right onto Holt Lane at the first juction and continuing downhill unil you 

meet the road junction.
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(53.57200; -1.78973)

Turn left down Cooper Lane (no sign) which heads down into the centre of Holmfirth. After a short distance tak the 

public footpath leading off to the right behind a house. This path continues through Victoria Park. Your starting point, 

the library, is at the bottom of the park on the right-hand side.
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